Feud Cup 2016, Updated event Information
Competiti
on

13th Feud Cup

Event rank

Feud Cup is part of the following TrailO competitions
•
•

Croatian-Italian-Slovenian cup in trail orienteering
Croatian cup in trail orienteering

Event date

1rd & 2th October, 2016

Venue

Saturday: Rakov Potok, Football field Starča, https://goo.gl/88tyxJ, N 45.752576, E 15.775302
Sunday: Zagreb, Grad mladih Granešina, https://goo.gl/0jXo53, N 45.851400, E 16.045462

Competiti
on type

Two day individual Saturday PreO, Sunday TempO with overall results counting for Feud Cup.
For Cro-Ita-Slo Cup and Croatian Cup each day is counting as a separate competition.

Classes

E Open (with subclasses E para and E junior), A open

Entries

There are 25 entries.
All entries can be viewed here: https://goo.gl/kVvpfj

Late
Entries

We have some spare maps late entries are possible while they last by e-mail to address info@ok-orion.hr

Start fee

Payable in cash at arrival. Both Croatian kuna and Euros are acceptable but please have exact amount.

Maps

Saturday: Starča, ISSOM 1:4000, E=2m, September 2016 , for clarity one part of the map is additionally drawn in
scale 1:2000
Sunday: Grad mladih Granešina, ISSOM 1:4000, E=2,5m, September 2016

Special
symbols
TempO
only
TempO
only
TempO
previous
map

Young planted trees are not on the map

Courses &
time limits

Saturday:
•
•

E open (E para & E junior) – 18+3 controls, 700 m, 15m climb, time limit 78 min
A open – 12+3 controls, 700 m, 15m climb, time limit 60 min

Sunday:
•

E open (E para & E junior), A open – 30 controls, 6 stations with 5 tasks each, 1000 m

Timed
controls

Timed controls for all classes are before the course on the way to the start. There is one station with six flags (A-F),
three tasks and with no zero answers. The marshal shows to the competitor cluster of flags Alpha to Foxtrot. The
competitor receives all maps with the cover on top of them. Maps are not binded together. When the marshal
says “The time starts now!” you may remove the cover. When the first answer is given you swap the map by
yourself and continue with the next one, etc. The time is stopped when the last answer is given.
Answers are given orally (preferably) in international phonetic alphabet (alpha, bravo, charlie, delta, echo &
foxtrot) or alternatively by pointing board.
The maximum time per task is 30 seconds.
For each correct answer you receive your recorded time. For each incorrect answer you receive your recorded
time and 60 seconds penalty.
A competitor must give the answer while the relevant map is visible. The competitor shall not turn over to the
previous map at any time or to the next map before an answer is given for the current map.

A tasks

Tasks with only one flag have decision point from where you can see the flag

Punching
system

In the vicinity of each cluster of decision points will be available puncher(s). Competitors are allowed to use their
own punchers if they wish so.

Control
equipment

Height of the kite posts are 80 cm

Course
printing

Controls are not connected with lines. Control order is mandatory.

Forbidden
path

On two places there is forbidden part of the path marked on the map and in the terrain.
Also on one place it is allowed to go to the small footpath as it is drawn on the map and marked in the terrain

Start

Saturday: Prestart is 750 m from assembly area. After the timed control competitors proceed to the start
Sunday: Start is at the gazebo in the south corner of the terrain.

Finish

On both days finish is at the same place as the start.

Paths

Saturday: Unpaved forest road.
Sunday: Mixed asphalt and gravel roads.

Zero
answers

There might be some zero answers on the course in the E open (E para & E junior) class (if there are any). There
might be one or two very obvious zero answers in the A open class. (if there are any).

Zero
tolerance

Zero controls are clear and can be solved by the map reading.

Control
lines

Lines between controls are not drawn on the map

Parking

Saturday: Parking along the road by the football field Starča
Sunday: Parking is by the south corner of the park and 100m earlier by the graveyard

TempO
controls

TempO controls are the same for all classes. There are six stations with six flags (A-F), five tasks and with possible
zero answers. The marshal shows to the competitor cluster of flags Alpha to Foxtrot. If all flags are not
immediately visible controls can be presented one by one: Alpha, Bravo, Charlie, Delta, Echo, foxtrot. The
competitor receives all maps with the cover on top of them. Maps are not bind together. When the marshal says
“The time starts now!” you may remove the cover. When the first answer is given you swap the map by yourself
and continue with the next one, etc. The time is stopped when the last answer is given.
Answers are given orally (preferably) in international phonetic alphabet (alpha, bravo, charlie, delta, echo, foxtrot
& zero) or alternatively by pointing board.
The maximum time per task is 30 seconds.
For each correct answer you receive your recorded time. For each incorrect answer you receive your recorded
time and 30 seconds penalty.
A competitor must give the answer while the relevant map is visible. The competitor shall not turn over to the
previous map at any time or to the next map before an answer is given for the current map..

Results

For Feud Cup total result after two days is calculated by adding points from two stages.
For Cro-Ita Slo TrailO Cup and Croatian TrailO Cup each day is counting as a separate event..

Prize
giving

Sunday, as soon as results will be final, hopefully sometime between 12:00 and 13:00 h.

Rules

IOF TrailO rules
Croatian TrailO rules

Jury

Dušan Furucz, Krešo Keresteš, Zdenko Horjan

Complaints
& protests

Complaints to the organisers 20 minutes after publishing the results and giving away solution sheets. Protest can
be given only upon rejected complaint.

Weather
forecast

Saturday: Sunny
Sunday: Cloudy, light rain

Insurance

By taking part on the Feud Cup all competitors accept that they take part at their own risk and they are not
insured by the organiser.

Organiser

OK Orion

Event
director

Ivo Tišljar

Course
setter

Ivo Tišljar

Controller

Antun Tišljar

